Welcome
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Lighting The Way Conference
*Autism Spectrum Disorders in Our Community*
Solutions for Success: Diagnosis through Adulthood

**June 8-9, 2017**

**Breakout Sessions at a Glance**

**Estate Planning for Families with Special Needs Children**, by Gabe Nelson, CFP

**Supporting Communication Skills Through Technology and AAC**, by Heather Hewitt, M.S. CCC-SLP

**Transitioning to Community Employment**, by Katie Gran, Sr. VR Counselor; Tricia Dick Project SEARCH Job Coach; Elizabeth Groft, former SEARCH participant

**Fitness for the Autism Population**, by Sharon Bethke, Special Strengths Fitness

**Guardianship, Conservatorships, and Powers of Attorney - Continuing Parenting after your child is an adult**, by Thomas J. "T.J." Johnson

**Optimal Outcome; Does ASD go away?** by Jerome Blake, MD

**Oh, the Places We Can Take Them!** by Esther Iverson, Harrisburg School District

**Therapeutic Listening and Sensory Processing Disorders**, by Robin Mills, LifeScape

**Providing evidence-based music interventions to enrich lives for those on the Spectrum**, by Lora Bathelman

**Messy Play for the Messy Intolerant**, by Denita Dinger